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Lindow Curvilinear Apparatus (LCA) Available

The awaited Lindow Curvilinear Apparatus is now available. The apparatus allows the user to make shapes
and ornament them. It is also the second of three parts of the Spiral Apparatus. It is designed to be used with
the slow speed drive and the metal table. It can be used with the manual drive if the speed of rotation is slow
enough, and it can be used with the wooden table top if you thin the front edge of the top to just under 1″.
The LCA consists of a pattern bar mounted on either end of the apparatus that spans its entire length. Mounted
on this pattern bar is a template that governs the route taken by the cutting head to decorate the curved surface.
To do this a cross slide with a tool post and cutting frame moves on a saddle and slide that moves freely in and
out without a lead screw. Also mounted on the cross slide is the follower bracket, which has an adjustable
follower and tension spring. The follower has a shaped end that rubs against the curved edge of the template
mounted on the pattern bar. Thus, the cutter follows the exact curvature of the template. The curvature can be
modified by using different sized and shaped followers and by using portions of the template using the
included stops. Thus many different shapes in a variety of sizes can be made from each template. Templates
can be made from a variety of materials and David has available three sets of steel templates which cover a
variety of shapes. A detailed instruction and installation document is available.
Additionally, there is a clamp to allow the LCA to be used on a mini wood lathe.
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Pattern Set C

Pattern Set G
Pattern Set I

LCA installed on the RE. It is driven by the yellow belting
attached to the RE drive shaft. The LCA is attached to your
existing Hardinge cross slide.

The LCA in use cutting a vase shape.

Two bottle stoppers made using the same template. The one on the left was
made using a point follower while the one on the right was made with a 1.1″
diameter follower which is the same diameter as the cutter and reproduces
the exact shape of the template.

Completed Vase The G4 template was used
for this piece.

On other pages of this issue there are additional photos of
items made with the LCA.
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A Letter From David
The big news of the spring is the release of the
Curvilinear Slide (LCA) which is not only a big
addition to our repertoire but is also the second step
toward the spiral apparatus. After a long period of
testing with a prototype and three pre-production
models, improvements were made on the initial
design. Several successful projects have been made
using it, yet its full potential is very far from being
realized. It is a very useful tool with broad
applications. Although there is a bit of a learning
curve, those who’ve tested it caught on quickly and
successfully made usable templates or used the premade templates for positive results. I eagerly await
the results from the rest of you now that the LCA has
been released. At the owner’s meeting in Columbus
this October we will pursue a better understanding of
the tool’s potential by exploring it in a corporate
setting. I hope to see you there.
Another highlight of the year was the hands on
seminar sponsored by the Chicago Woodturner’s
Association. That local chapter of the AAW
sponsored a meeting with an attendance of over 20.
Eleven attendees owned one of our machines. There
were 7 of our machines there (a new record for the
number of LRE’s to be in one place) and every
person was given the opportunity to personally put
their hand to the tool and leave with a completed
project. Peter Gerstel and I were stated teachers at
the meeting; however, as usual I’m not sure that we
weren’t the ones who learned the most. We had
gracious hosts, were treated exceptionally well, and
the food was great. Marie Anderson coordinated and
organized the meeting and should receive most of
the credit for its success. Peter put together an
exercise using a laser to track the cuts on the inside
of a bowl that was worth the price of admission
itself. Many thanks to him for all the effort he put
into making the meeting a success. It was great
seeing so many of you there, and for those who were
just finding their way into OT it appears that they
couldn’t have found a more supportive group to help
them step forth on that journey.
I also saw a number of you at the OTI meeting in
early August. The program was similar to the one in

Chicago as no one attended both meetings. There
were 10 attendees and many projects were
successfully finished so all who participated went
home with projects that were completed or almost
completed. Again, we all learned a lot.
Recently I have been working on using the straight
line chuck to produce pens. The endeavor started
with a trip to Brian Clarry’s shop where we spent the
better part of three days exploring set up techniques
and patterns. Some of the results of this trip are
recorded in the articles in this newsletter. Part of
what I discovered was a way to make drills that
perform much like engraving bits but clear the chip
and leave a fantastic finish. When I returned I
convinced Jon Spencer to pursue the production of
these drills, and they have proven most useful as
some of you have discovered. These cutters allow
wood to be cut with the appearance of engine
turning. The patterns made by these cutters well
demonstrate some of the principles of the rubber/
rosette relationship article in V3N1 of the Rose
Engine News.
Several of you have petitioned me for expanding pen
mandrels. I decided the only way to properly test the
operation of the expanding mandrels would be to
embark on making pens personally. The first five
sizes of pen mandrels as well as the MT1 holder
have been produced and are being used by some
number of you. As usual, Mike Stacey and his crew
at Columbus Machine Works did a fantastic job
producing the blanks, and we finished them in my
shop and fitted them with tapered screws. The
accuracy needed to consistently produce quality pens
is quite high, and the mandrels meet that standard.
They provide an accurate, quick, easy way to mount
pen tubes I am currently working on a document
that shows different standard patterns with their
settings as well as the set up techniques for
alignment. We hope to release that document soon.
Next I will pursue patterns done with pumping using
the tailstock bed.
In the category of apologies I have to confess to not
keeping the website updated. I can offer up no valid
excuse except to say that we have produced
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some vast improvements to the machine during the
past year. These improvements include the V Belt
drive, the Auxiliary Rosette Holder, the MT 2
spindle, bottle stopper chucks, a mount to place the
Hardinge slide on a plain turning lathe for accurate
turning and boring, pumping rubbers that allow for
varied shapes including sine waves, engine turning
rosettes, a rubber that allows for sine waves to be
produced on the 24 engine turning rosette, some
really useful rosettes, and most of all the Curvilinear
Slide Apparatus. Additionally, we’ve prototyped a
drilling frame that uses a 16 ER collet which has
been in testing for over a year now and has proven
quite effective and will go into production soon
along with a worm drive indexer for the dome/double
eccentric/straight line chuck. So we’ve done fairly
well keeping fresh tooling coming but not so well at
letting everyone know about them. I promise to
rectify that situation by getting the website updated

and emailing you the information as well. Of course
I’ll lean on some of you to help me pull this off as
usual. Honestly, I couldn’t have done half of this
without help from so many of you.
I hope to see a good number of you at the owner’s
meeting in Columbus on October 18 and 19. In the
mean time I hope you enjoy the newsletter. John
Tarpley has once again done a great job of putting
together useful information in a cogent manner.
Thanks as well to all who contributed. None of this
can happen without a team effort, and both John and
I can’t possibly express our gratitude. It’s only
through this type of effort that OT can move forward
and we can continue to supply OT tools.
Regards,
David

Rosette Storage
John Tarpley

When I first purchased my LRE I didn’t
think about rosette storage. Most of the
rosettes were on the machine and the
remaining ones could easily be thrown in a
box in a drawer. Now I’ve acquired the oval
set, C & D set, pumping set, and puffy
polygons. This means I have quite a few
rosettes to store and will be acquiring more.
I use a metal tool storage cabinet beside my
rose engine to store my accessories. Most of
the drawers have a 3 1/4″ depth. I decided to make holders for a drawer to
safely store the rosettes and keep them out of the shop dust. I thought about
cutting a plywood disc and turning a spindle for the rosettes, but I like to
recycle and had several DVD/CD spindles that I’d kept for some future
use. They made a great base and I turned and drilled a spindle “washer” to
securely hold the rosettes in place. For the taller spindles I just cut the
plastic to the needed length with a small hacksaw. I secured the washer to
the base with a few drops of hot glue. I prefer to leave a little space at the
top of the washer so that I can easily pick up the spindle. By the way, I also
recycle the tops of the disc spindles. My wife uses them for portable trash
buckets to collect thread pieces from her thread art. I use them, at her
suggestion, to cover delicate or sensitive items in the shop to protect them
from dust. For example a tall one just fits over my cordless phone handset.

Maple Peppermill made with the
LCA.
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August OTI Open Shop Meeting
David Lindow with photos by Ed DeMay
On August 1st ten ornamental turners converged on Gravity, PA for 2½ days of turning. The first day was
spent preparing blanks and setting up. Oval and hexagonal blanks were made using the curvilinear slide
apparatus and a straight line chuck was set up for pen making with expanding pen mandrels. There was also a
prototype of a worm drive index head to test.
On Friday morning the meeting commenced at
about 8:30. With three lathes the group divided
into teams and began making either an oval or
hexagonal box. Two boxes were made on each
lathe over the course of the weekend.
The projects focused on fundamentals. The
importance of having cutting frames on center was
emphasized during the process of aligning the box
with the rosette. This process was repeated since
the tops and bottoms had to be turned around and
re-aligned to get the patterns to match on each
box.
There were also exercises in using two rosettes.
Not only were two rocking rosettes used on the
bottom of the oval box, but pumping was
simultaneously incorporated on the sides of the
boxes. Here, the two rosettes had to be timed
together to place the ornamentation correctly on the box. On the oval box a 24
bump rosette was set to take over on the lower sides of the oval rosette in order
to create more character to the design. The sides of both boxes were pumped
using the drills made by Jon Spencer. Both spiral designs and barleycorns were
used on the sides.
There was a quick demo on using reamers to fit a pen blank, and expanding pen
mandrels were demonstrated for preparing the blank accurately. We showed
that when Mopani is highly polished it appears to have a “finish” on it.

Side decoration

Side Variation

A Gudel brocading engine was set up and, with varying degrees of success, it
ran most of the two days. This is an old production machine that stands in “as
found” condition but runs quite nicely. The machine ran through many discs
over the course of the two days.
A special thanks goes to Becky Lindow for preparing meals and snacks making
sure we all had what we needed for refreshments. She did an excellent job.
Gudel brocading engine in use

Six boxes were made using Mopani and Black Poui, a lot of learning took place,
and a good time was had by all.
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Outside design on oval box lid

Inside design on oval box lid

Profiled cutters were used on the tops of the oval boxes to
create a molded step design. On the outside of the lid the
central area was outlined using a 90° drill. Barleycorns
were put on the ends of the lid around the outline using a
120° drill to make it easier to stop in the voids.

Inside bottom of a hexagonal box

Bottom of an oval box
Inside top of hexagonal box.

Editor’s Chips
—John Tarpley

Masterpiece Mystery is one of my favorite TV
programs, but 9pm on Sunday night is not the best time
for my brain to follow a good mystery story so I
usually DVR the program. Like most people I fastforward through the commercials, or in this case, the
supporters. While doing this recently I did a double
take when I saw a rose engine doing guilloché . I
quickly reversed the recording and saw that it was a
machine used by Ralph Lauren Watch and Jewelry Co.
to decorate watch backs and dials. Unfortunately in the
newest series they have changed this clip. I mentioned
this to David and he referred me to a pdf on the Web of
an article from WatchTime magazine. I found the article
at http://www.watchtime.at/archive/wt_2010_01/
WT_2010_01_098.pdf. It has great photos of the Swiss
1897 machine. Unfortunately, the article is a little
incorrect since it states that no machines have been
produced since 1940 and no more are on the way.

Fortunately for all of us that is not strictly correct. It
seems that Ralph Lauren is so fascinated by the beauty
of guilloché that he had professional photographers try
to capture the Old World craftsmanship of the work,
the machine, and the craftsmen that produce it for the
company’s watches.. I also found a related article at
http://en.worldtempus.com/article/tech-report/ralphlauren-know-how-guilloche and a beautiful video at
http://www.watchtime.com/reference-center/glossary/
guilloche/ which is on YouTube. This video will lead
you to other good videos on engine turning. Some
videos are not in English and do not have subtitles, but
the images are worth seeing. In today’s age of
electronic information you never know where or when
you may encounter exciting new knowledge about our
craft and art.
Happy Turning.
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Pittsburgh Area OT Meeting
On March 2nd Jeff Saver hosted a group of Pittsburgh area turners at his new shop for a day of ornamental
turning and information. There were two Lindow Rose Engine owners, three owners of homemade rose
engines, and three turners interested in ornamental turning. The program featured Jeff’s Rose Engine
equipment. Jeff covered setting up cutting frames and a rose engine. The group made a box with the top
decorated with shells.
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Jeff has designed a unique and useful fixture which he calls his Rose Engine Split Bed. Jeff explains, “I build
Appalachian lap dulcimers, and I wanted a different way to do sound holes in the dulcimer top. This requires a
swing of at least 32 inches. So using my Lindow Rose Engine for the drive and a 4224 Powermatic lathe for
the cross slide base I came up with a way to swing up to 42 inches. This not only lets me do sound boards, but
also custom trim and moldings for other projects.”

“I started by building a cross slide base to mount to my
wood lathe. The table is made from 2″x19″x36″ yellow pine
with a cross routed in it to mount my Hardinge cross slide.”

“The table height can be fine adjusted to
match the RE. I can parallel it by the mount I
made to fit the split bed on my Powermatic
lathe. Once the height and the parallel are
right I can move on to setting up the cutter.”

“The chuck is made with an aluminum adapter to fit the 1 inch tail shaft on the RE. Mounted to the aluminum adapter is a 1/2″by 20″ plastic disc that has a 3/4″ piece of MDF with 2 universal T-Tracks making a large universal chuck. The MDF has a 1″ grid pattern to help line up the work piece.” [Ed. Note: I
purposely adjusted the right photo to make the grid easier to see.]
“I made some practice

cuts on
1/8″sound board material with
good results. I also made some
trim molding for a future project.
Just another good use of the rose
engine.”
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Editor’s Note: This is a copy of a letter sent to Charles Waggoner following the recent RE workshop in Chicago. Thanks to Charles
for sharing this info and the accompanying photos.
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Jerry Glaser, In Memorial
[Ed. Note: This article was drawn from various sources including Allan Boardman, a friend who delivered a eulogy at Jerry’s
service; Glendale Woodturning Guild members, Bill Haskell, Bill Loitz, Al Sobel; and Ron Goldman, Editor of Woodworker West
magazine who allowed me to use images and information from the March-April 2013 issue; and my personal remembrances.
Thank you to all who contributed. JT]

It is with great sadness
that we report the passing
of Jerry Glaser who died
at age 92 on January 8,
2013 following an
accidental fall at his home.
I began turning while
living in southern
California. While there I
was a member of the
Glendale Woodturning
JerryGlaser, holding one
Guild (GWG) where I had
of his Stocksdale gouges
and sitting in a Maloof
the pleasure of meeting
rocker in his home.
Jerry who was also a
member. He was very
knowledgeable in many fields and willing to share
that knowledge. I got spoiled by being able to say to
Jerry, “I need a tool that will do …” and next month
Jerry would bring a tool for me to try. Jerry was
introduced to woodturning in 1934 in a junior high
school shop in Chicago, but waited 20 years before
pursuing it seriously. Jerry had a 44 year career as
an engineer in the aerospace industry. In the 1950s
Jerry met Sam Maloof and Bob Stocksdale and the
three became great friends. In California Design
Eight in 1964, both Jerry and Bob’s pieces were
chosen for the show. Jerry’s work was the big seller
of the show. If Jerry had continued as a fulltime
turner, I am sure his work would be more
recognized today, but Jerry’s life took a different
direction.
On a visit to Bob’s home Bob showed him a new
scraper made from special steel and asked if Jerry
could make a gouge from the same steel. This 9/16″
gouge became the Stocksdale gouge and was the
beginning of Jerry’s parallel career as a maker and
innovator of quality woodturning tools and his tool
company, Glaser Engineering. Among his many
improvements were the use of aluminum hexshaped handles which were filled with lead shot.

The shape prevented the tool from rolling off the
bench and the shot eliminated most vibration. He
used newer steel alloys including M4, A11,
CpM10V, and CPM15V increasing tool life and
extending the time between sharpening. He also
cryogenically treated steel at -300°F for extra
toughness. Jerry never felt the need to sign or place
a company name on his tools, yet everyone
recognized their design and quality. Jerry also
designed an excellent screw chuck and was willing
to make special screws to replace the ones supplied
with other brands of chucks.
Another unique feature of Jerry’s tools was that he
tested and sharpened each tool before shipping using
another of his innovations, his sharpening jig which
could accurately reproduce tool geometry allowing
quick resharpening with minimal steel removal. As
with all of Jerry’s items, the sharpening jig was very
well made from metal and wood. Jerry usually used
hard maple for the wood. One of my friend’s jigs is
made from bird’s eye maple. With the jig Jerry also
included a sharpening pattern which consisted of the
flute portion of a gouge which was shaped on each
end. The ends had different grinds on each half of
the end so the pattern demonstrated 4 possible
grinds. The pattern could be used for comparison
with your own grinds as well as setting up the jig.
Even though I now use other jigs for sharpening, I
still keep Jerry’s grinding pattern handy for
comparisons. Jerry tested his tools with construction
2x4s. He said that if he could produce shavings and
a good surface finish off the tool on this wood then
the tool would be even better on good turning stock.
Jerry did several sharpening demos for GWG during
the time I was a member. If you did manage to grind
down your Glaser tool, it could be sent back to Jerry
for a new blade. Jerry liked to use these returned
blades as examples of the varied and sometimes
very unusual grinds he received. Ron Goldman
relates a story from Alan Lacer. Jerry had been
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approached to sell his company, but declined. When
Alan visited Jerry he noticed a knockoff gouge on
Jerry’s workbench. When Alan asked why he was
keeping the gouge, Jerry replied, “It reminds me just
how bad a copy can be.” At age 86 Jerry decided it
was time to sell his company to CryoSteel
Engineering and Technology. Today they continue
to produce tools from Jerry’s designs plus new
designs. The tools are available from
www.glaserhitec.com.
GWG decided to
begin participating in
the AAW Chapter
Challenges. I was able
to participate in the
first effort when we
turned and built a
wooden lathe. After
being displayed at
several shows the
GWG Lathe for which Jerry made lathe was placed in
a set of tools. Unfortunately, I do the collection of the
not have a photo of the tools. The
Renwick Gallery of
end caps of the lathe barrel are
American Craft, one
removable and Jerry’s wooden
of the Smithsonian
tools were stored in the barrel.
Museums. Of course
several members participated in this project and
Jerry was no exception. He turned a set of wooden
turning tools to go with the wooden lathe. At the
time we joked that the tools would probably become
collectors’ items, since they were the only set of
wooden tools Jerry ever made. While the lathe is not
currently on view, you can see an image of the lathe
with the tools at http://www.americanart.si.edu/
collections/search/artwork/?id=48078.
Another of Jerry’s contributions to the club was to
review new lathes, turning tools, and accessories.
You could always count on Jerry to give a fair,
honest, and accurate review. On one occasion he
was to review and demonstrate a new accessory.
When it came time for his portion of the program he
explained that he was not going to do a demo
because he found the accessory to be so unsafe that
he would not use it and could not recommend it. He
made several suggestions to manufacturers that
ultimately found their way into improved products.
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Jerry was a prolific reader and had a large technical
library which included an original set of Holtzapffel
books. He had a great memory and could easily find
information from his books. In 2007 Jerry was
honored by AAW with a Lifetime Membership
Award.
Jerry was a major influence on American and
International Woodturning. He could have been
known as a major artist if he had decided to continue
his art. Instead he took a different path and used his
expertise to develop tools that have helped many
other turners develop their art. His tool designs and
innovations in steel usage and treatment spurred
others to follow his path and develop the great
variety of tools we have access to today.
Most importantly, Jerry was a caring gentleman. It
was a privilege to know him. He will be sorely
missed.

One of Jerry’s bowls with carved feet and a textured
surface was on the cover of the March-April issue
of Woodworker West. Jerry was doing texturing
before this became popular or trendy. Woodworker
West is a bimonthly publication with woodworking
articles as well as a listing of shows and
competitions. You can see the current issue online
or subscribe at http://www.woodwest.com.
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MT Spindles, Mandrels, and Their Advantages for Rose Engine Work
John Calver
London Ontario

Several years ago, I shop built a rose engine with the spindle bored with a MT2 taper (Morse Taper #2) milled
in the front. I could then use a MT mandrel to mount my work allowing me to move the work from my wood
turning lathe to the rose engine with little or no run out.
Two years ago, I was fortunate to purchase a slightly used Lindow rose engine. The first thing I did was to
have the spindle bored and milled for a MT2 taper. Had it been available at the time I would have bought the
new MT spindle as I suspect it would have proven t more versatile.
I have developed a number of devices to insure that moving from my wood lathe to my rose engine is
seamless. I would like to share these jigs with you.

This picture shows a Taig four jaw scroll
chuck mounted on a mandrel with a 3/4-16
tpi thread.

This photo shows a 2″ copper disk secured in the jaws. I
milled recesses into the jaws to hold 1.5″ and 2″ disks. A 1/4″
end mill was used in my drilling frame to mill the recesses.
Before milling the recesses I secured the chuck jaws by
clamping a quarter into them tight against the face of the
chuck. The chuck runs true and is square to the axis of the
spindle. Unseen in the picture is a draw bar which pulls the
mandrel into the taper. I also use a 2″ Taig faceplate on this
mandrel.

I also use CA glue to secure metal discs to a mandrel for
guilloché work. The left photo shows an aluminum
cylinder fixed to a mandrel. After applying CA glue to
the recess, I immediately press it down flat with a
wooden block as shown in the photo on the right. To
release the disc, immerse the cylinder in acetone for a
few minutes to dissolve the CA glue.
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Hot melt glue formulated for metal to metal adhesion is another way to attach metal discs. The glue can be
found at : http://www.glu-stix.com.

Heat the aluminum cylinder to
keep the glue hot until the
process is complete. I use a heat
gun sold in big box stores.

Apply a liberal amount of glue
to the recess. Note the V-groove cut
in the mandrel marked by the arrow.

Set the disk in place and apply
heat to keep the glue liquid.
Press the disk down as shown
for CA glue.

After cutting a rose or guilloché pattern, reheat the medallion and use the milled V groove at the edge of the
recess (center picture arrow) which allows me to slide the point of an awl under the edge of the medallion and
gently pop it out from the recess. Excess glue can then be removed by soaking the mandrel and medallion in
acetone. The hot melt glue provides an excellent bond. I have never lost a medallion using this method.

Above is a Sherline faceplate attached
to a MT1 mandrel with a 3/4-16 thread
on the front. A #1 to #2 transition taper
allows me to turn an object on my
wood lathe and then transfer it to a
Sherline indexing unit which has a #1
taper. I can then attach my work to a
dome chuck.

This is a MT2 mandrel with a 1-8 TPI
thread. I use it to attach a scroll chuck or
face plate to the mandrel.
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I turned a 3/8″ shaft and attached a diamondwood cylinder which was drilled and glued to the shaft. A MT2
collet with a draw bar allows me to precisely mount the shaft with its cylinder in the headstock of my wood
lathe. Small wooden discs can be glued or taped to the diamondwood face. They can then be trued on the
lathe before moving to the rose engine. In Canada, the MT2 collet can be found at Busy Bee Tools. I’m sure
International turners can find collets of their choice from their favorite machine tool suppliers.

I also use a wooden block attached to a MT2 mandrel. The center picture shows chasers cement applied to
the recess. I heat the face of the wood and the metal disk. The needed amount of chasers cement is heated in
a small heating dish. I apply the chasers cement, insert the medallion, and then bring up the tail stock to use
as a clamp as shown in the right photo.
I purchased chaser cement and the glue pot from http://www.glu-stix.com. In the US it can be purchased
from http://www.grobetusa.com/adhesives/chasers_cement.html.
The advantage of using a wooden block is that any size disk or block of wood can be glued to the face. The
down side is that chasers cement is messy to use. I have not tried hot melt glue for metal, but I suspect it
would hold.
A word of caution: Be sure to provide a draw bar for each of your mandrels. Any unsupported mandrel,
turning at high speeds can easily spin out of the taper. The taper in the headstock of your lathe needs to be
clean when using mandrels. A taper cleaner can be purchased from Craft Supply at http://
www.woodturnerscatalog.com. A shotgun cleaning brush can also be used to clean tapers. There are good
and not so good mandrels available. Buy from a reputable source and make sure that the mandrel has a 3/8″16 thread.
I hope some of these ideas will assist you if you have a MT spindle on your rose engine. Those having a
Lindow rose engine might purchase the new spindle with the milled taper. For other types of rose engines I
would encourage you to remove the spindle, take it to a machinist, and have it bored and tapered. The
increased accuracy is well worth the price.
If I can be of more help, please feel free to contact me at: woodchip1@rogers.com or call 519 455-6998.
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AAW 2013 Tampa Symposium
After a few years absence, I was able to
attend this year’s national symposium. It
was an excellent meeting, but there were no
sessions on OT nor was there an OTI SIG
night. There were some interesting pieces in
the Instant Gallery and I’ve included a few
examples.
Michael Mode brought several of his
bowls and lidded vessels including this
Mughal architecture inspired piece.

Keith Gotschall exhibited
a very graceful lidded cup.

Dewey Garrett showed OT spoons, pens, and boxes.

Gorst Duplesse had
a selection of boxes
and wooden pods
which drew interest
from attendees.
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Turner Profile—Jim Hall
Jim is an ornamental turner who lives and works in
Oregon and was kind enough to share some of his
work and techniques for this issue. Jim began turning
some thirty years ago on a Shopsmith. Later he used
a short bed Woodfast, and now uses a Oneway
24/36. He turns embellished hollow forms along with
an occasional large bowl. He uses a Lindow Rose
Engine for his ornamental work, and enjoys making
boxes with threaded lids. In addition to turning he is
a carver. Some of his carvings are three dimensional,
but most are incised. He enjoys carving various
birds. Jim says that being retired he does what he
enjoys for his wood hobbies. He sells some of his
work through local galleries and friends who
purchase his work as gifts. He also enjoys playing
golf. He and his wife also enjoy traveling. Jim makes
the following comments about what turning has done

for him, “Wood turning/working has done several
good things for me. The first, is that it got me to quit
smoking. Smoking is a dumb thing, but it was the
thing to do for most young high school punks of the
50's. Secondly, since I was in a high stress job as a
corporate attorney I was able to use wood turning as
a stress reliever. I would come home from work,
relax a bit, eat dinner, and then go down to my shop
and concentrate on my turnings. I called the turning:
‘A mental enema.’ I was able to disgorge everything
in my mind that was troubling me, since I had to
concentrate on what I was doing. (More people
should have something like this to relieve the stress.)
Finally, it was an outlet for some of my (limited)
artistic sensibilities.” Jim has been kind enough to
describe his work and techniques.

“In the left photos are two boxes. They do not stay in my
inventory long, since my wife and daughters appreciate them.
The box on the left is an early piece.
The box on the right is made from black walnut and is
approximately 4″ tall by approximately 3″ in diameter. I applied
Guilders Cream to the stippled areas with a dry brush. I think the
Cream adds a nice touch. The stippling is done with an NSK
Proctor that turns at about 440,000 rpm which is even faster than
the drill your dentist uses.”
“Inside the box I cut some rosettes in the top and bottom (photo
at right) which were put in with a rabbet joint so that they fill the
entire space. On the outside of the box I burned two rings, one is
on the cut-line of the rabbet joint. The area between the two
burned lines was then stippled. The burn lines not only hide the
cut-line, but they also define the stippling. The burned lines and
the stippling add to the over-all look of the box.
The lid was threaded with the Rose Engine. I cut the threads at 12
tpi. I almost always cut the threads at 12 tpi because it is easier
on the wood and you do not have to turn the lid so many times to
get it on or off.
The finial is African Black Wood and was tuned on a 24/36 Oneway Lathe. The turning is a little out of scale
on a large lathe and it looks a bit strange to turn that little thing on such a lathe, but it works well.
My finish, in almost all cases, is first Danish Oil. I let it dry completely for about a week and then apply either
several coats of lacquer or polyurethane. I will let the topcoat dry completely and then I rub it down lightly
with the green, red, grey and white artificial pads. I use the artificial pads rather than sand paper and steel
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wool, since the sand paper will tend to leave grit in the fine-small cracks and crannies, and steel wool fibers
can cause rust if you use polyurethane and do not remove all the steel wool fibers from the piece. Do not run
the chance.
Most of my work is done with a combination of the Rose Engine, the lathe, and the joinery that I use on other
work as well as adding touches like the Guilding Cream, carving, or air-brushing. Most of my other pieces
follow the same procedures for making and finishing.”

“The photos at left
are of a piece that I
just finished.
Purists may object
to the bead in the
inside center, but
that's what the girls
wanted.”

“I have been invited to participate in several art shows where I have submitted carved
Pacific Northwest Native Art pieces as well as my turned work. The carved pieces are
fun to produce, but take a lot of time.”
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“I have made several of these pieces. One side is carved with a Haida Indian
Eagle while the opposite side is an incised Rose Engine rosette. People often
look at just one side and are surprised when they realize that the piece is two
sided with quite different things on each side.
The wood is part of a burl of Western Big Leaf Maple. It is really not a hard
wood, but is nice to work. It is very available here where it grows like a
weed. It works best when freshly cut before it discolors, gets soft, and quickly
decays. All of the carving is done with hand tools which must be very
SHARP.
The paint is acrylic and purportedly will not wick into the wood's capillaries,
but just to make sure I seal the wood before I do any painting. I did not seal
one piece and paid dearly. I seal the wood with diluted shellac. The final
piece only has the sealer and either lacquer or a polyurethane for a final
surface. Both work well if you are careful.”

Steve White sends this Idea for the Large Eccentric Cutting Frame and a Specially Shaped Cutter
I used my large Eccentric Cutting Frame (ECF), and
reshaped the cutter to give me more detail. The standard
60º cutter was eating off the detail I wanted. I first used the
60° cutter to shape a 1.5 inch ball. I then lowered the ECF
so I could cut moon-like cuts around the ball. I couldn't do
this with the conventional cutter. To make the cutter I used
a $3.00, 0.250 inch hardened drill blank and shaped it as
shown in the photo. I used a 3" cutoff fiber wheel on a
mandrel to cut the new bit to 1 3/4" in length. The new
cutter gave me just the pattern I wanted. I got lots of detail
with a clean cut. This bit took 10 minutes to make.

Hexagonal Peppermill
made with the LCA.

Square Peppermill
made with the LCA.
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Lathe Customizations by Dan Henry

“Here are photos of some modifications I’ve made for my Lindow Rose Engine. The Vacuum uses a regular
shop vacuum hose with the shop made wooden bracket that has magnets on the bottom so it can be positioned
wherever the chips are coming off the cutter and it is small enough that it can be placed close to the cutter on
either side. The Pulley with the crank handle has proven very handy when I am making adjustments on the
backside of the lathe such as checking clearance or looking to see that the threading thimble has enough
threads engaged. Without it, it is hard to move the shaft when standing on the back side of the lathe.”
Ed Note: I made a similar dust collector fixture by using a wooden base with a dowel attached. I then drilled
the end of the vacuum hose to fit the dowel. In David’s videos you will notice him using a similar setup using a
magnetic dial gauge base instead of the wooden fixture. Now that I have more than one mag base I have
adopted that method for a dust collection fixture. The important point is to make sure you use dust collection
during cutting since fine wood dust and chips can damage your lungs and is also abrasive to the equipment.
Thanks to Dan for taking time to share his modifications. We all grow by helping each other.

John Calver sends the following idea:
“I have had a little trouble at times deciding if I
should phase the crossing wheel to the left or right.
When I guilloché pen barrels, I phase up 6
rotations and then down 6 positions, I have found
that if my mind wanders for a moment in ticking
off my position on my list, indexing and then
phasing, I have made an error in phasing direction.
My little arrow rotates in the lower dowel and
"points the way" to phase. I find that I am more
efficient and accurate with this little jig.”

Triangular
Peppermill made
with the LCA
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Editor’s Note: Whenever possible we try to show you concepts which you can apply in many ways so we are presenting two articles
showing the same concept in different uses.. Brian’s article shows how to cut sine wave based patterns on side grain. The next article
by David shows how this concept can be extended to ornament any cylindrical or polygonal shape.

Patterns On Side Grain Produced From Sine Waves
by Brian Clarry

This project cuts four different patterns on the side panels of a box. These four patterns are 1. small barleycorn,
2. large barleycorn, 3. a chevron, and 4. a moiré. Additionally a fifth square pattern is also explaned. To
complete a successful pattern there are two main requirements. First, ensure an accurate sine wave is produced
from the rosette/rubber combination. Second, use a special 90° cutter that must be on center to the spindle. The
rose engine used in this project is a Lindow Rose Engine (RE) using:
1.Pencil Chuck

2. Straightline Chuck with an Index Head attached

3. Expansion Chuck (1″ x 8 tpi or ¾″ x 16)

4. Drilling Frame with either the large eccentric cutter head
or a specially ground 90° drilling cutter

5. Universal Cutting Frame (UCF) with a 3/16˝ flat 6. Auxiliary Rosette Holder/Crossing Wheel
cutter
7. C18-125 rosette

8. 5/8″ rubber

1. Selecting the correct rosette and rubber to produce a sine wave.

a. Install a suitable rosette and rubber
combination to produce a sine wave.

b. Install the Paper Chuck to doublecheck the combination.
c. Draw a circle on the Paper Chuck.
An exact sine wave must be drawn.

d. Additional patterns explained in this document use a C18-125 rosette and 5/8″ rubber. A ½″ radius rubber
is also a good choice.
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2. Preparing the wood blank.

a. Use a square block of wood approximately 2″ to 3″
square and 2 ½″ long. Face the end of the blank and
bore a hole for a suitable Expansion Chuck.

b. Install the Expansion Chuck and face the
base of the wood blank.

3. Squaring the four sides of the wood block.

a. Set the headstock to top
dead center. Refer to
Lindow Rose Engine
Alignment Procedures
document Section—1 1.1
for more details on this
alignment.

b. Install the Straightline Chuck with the Dome Chuck and check it is
aligned correctly per alignment instructions.

c. Install the Expansion
Chuck with the blank
fitting loosely and set the
Index Chuck to 0°.
Hint: Always lock the index
wheel when installing or
removing a holding chuck
from the Index Chuck. If not,
the teeth on the aluminum
index wheel inside the Chuck
will be stripped.

d. Move the wood
blank so one face
is 90° to the
Sliderest. Use a
square to ensure
the face is 90°.
Insert a hex key
through the Index
Chuck and tighten
the Expansion
Chuck.
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e. Use the large ECF with a bull nose or 60° cutter to surface one side.
Lock the spindle at the correct height to cut the surface. Note the
depth of cut.
f. Repeat surfacing the other 3 sides by moving the Index Chuck to
90°, 180°, and 270°. Cut each side at the same noted depth. It may
be necessary to repeat the procedure to ensure that each side is cut
to the same depth.
Hint: Check the position of the sliderest to ensure the rotating ECF
cutting head extends further than the left and right side of the wood
blank.
4. Cutting a panel on each of the four sides.
a. Check the headstock is at top dead center and the Straightline Chuck moves freely.
Refer to Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures document Section—1 1.1 for more details on this
alignment.
b. Calculate the size of the panel on each side of the wood blank
Panel width—To determine the width of the cut on each side of the panel it is necessary to determine the
width of the panel. Ideally, the width should be a multiple of 0.150″ e.g. a width of 1.50″ allows 10
patterns to be cut, a width of 1.625″ allows 11 patterns to be cut. Regardless of the number of patterns, the
sine wave though the centerline is a whole pattern. Once the width has been decided, calculate the amount
to be removed from both the left and right edge.
Panel Length—the length of the sine wave using this combination of rosette/rubber is ¼″. Therefore, the
length of the panel should be a multiple of ¼″ to ensure the pattern is centered lengthwise.
c. Panel Width—cutting the panel width to the calculated dimensions.

i) Install the UCF with a flat 3/16″ round cutter.
ii) Move the top slide of the sliderest so that the cutting
head is in line with the left edge of the face. Move the
wood blank up and down moving the cutter in until a
shoulder is cut to 0.150″ deep. Re-cut the edge until
the correct width of shoulder is cut.
iii) Repeat cutting the left edge on the other three sides of
the wood blank by moving the Index Chuck to 90°,
180°, and 270°. Cut each shoulder to the same depth.

iv.

Repeat steps c.i.-c.iii. to cut
shoulders on the right edges of
each face.
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d. Panel Length—cutting the panel length to the calculated dimensions.

i. Move the Straightline Chuck up or down until the cutting
head is in line with the bottom of the panel. Move the cutting
head to the approximate width to be removed. Lock the
spindle. Move the wood blank sideways using the red saddle
handle moving the cutter in until an edge is cut 0.150″ deep.
Re-cut the edge until the correct width of edge is cut.
ii. Repeat cutting the bottom edge on all the other three sides of
the wood blank by moving the Index Chuck to 90°, 180°, and
270°. Cut each shoulder to the same depth.

iii.Repeat steps d i. and d ii. described above
cutting a shoulder on the top edge of face.

5. Preparation for cutting the four patterns.
a. Centering the sine wave pattern detail on a panel.
It is important to note whether the number of sine wave patterns is an odd or even number because the
center of the panel must straddled by a sine wave pattern.
For example:
If the number of sine wave patterns is 11, i.e. pattern numbers 1–11, then pattern number 6 will
straddle the centerline with 5 patterns on each side of the center pattern.
If the number of patterns is 10, i.e. pattern numbers 1–10, then the center pattern will straddle the
centerline with 4 ½ patterns on each side of the center pattern. This means that both the left and right
edge of the panel will only have half of a pattern.
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b. Design of the Cutter

For each of the patterns described a 45°drilling cutter is used. However, the cutting point is different than the
one normally used for ornamenting. Instead of the cutting point being central to cutter body the point is shaped
to one side. This makes the cut slightly wider.
Note: These drilling cutters are used in the Drilling Frame with a collet. They imitate guilloché work on wood.
The design is much like that of an engraving cutter used with a pantographic engraver except that it has
increased relief on the backside for chip clearance. The results are excellent in pumping, rocking, Straightline
Chuck work, and also with the dome chuck with or without pumping. Barleycorns and other patterns can also
be produced on the outside of cylinders as well as profiles produced with rosettes including ovals and hearts.
The drilling cutters are made of carbide and come in 60°, 90°, and 120°. Contact Lindow Machine Works to
purchase a set of three.
c. Checking the cutter is on the vertical center of the spindle
i. Replace the Eccentric Cutter in the Drilling Frame with a 90° drilling cutter.
ii. There is no easy way to center the drilling cutter to the spindle, however, the following procedure will
get very close and additional tests will further check the accuracy.

Center the aluminum Index Chuck
holding block on the saddle. Turn the
red saddle handle so that the two
Straightline Chuck slides line up. Use
a small engineer’s square to check
they are both in alignment.

Draw a vertical line down the
Loosen the hex screw of saddle red
center of one face bisecting the
dial and move the pointer to zero.
width of the panel. Also, draw a
horizontal line bisecting the length
of the panel. Move the point of the
drilling cutter to be in line with the
vertical line.
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d. Set the 90° drilling cutter at the center of the panel.
i) Check the headstock is at top dead center and the Straightline Chuck moves freely. Refer to Lindow
Rose Engine Alignment Procedures document Section—1 1.1 for more details on this alignment.
ii) Cut a fine line down the marked line.
e. Set the sine wave pattern equally on both sides of the horizontal line.
i) Ensure the headstock moves the same distance either side of top dead center. Refer to Lindow Rose
Engine Alignment Procedures document Section—1 1.2 for more details on this alignment. It is
important this alignment is accurate.
ii) Move the drilling cutter to the top of the panel and set the headstock so that it is at top dead center.
Move the red handle of the Index Chuck slide to move the panel so that the drilling cutter is in line with
the top edge of the panel.
iii) Use the Straightline Chuck to move the panel up to check that when the headstock is at top dead center
the drilling cutter is at the same level as the horizontal center line and the bottom edge of the panel. Use
the slide red handle to adjust accordingly.
f. Checking for an accurate sine wave.
i) Cut a sine wave that straddles the vertical line and check the bottom and top curve of the sine wave.
- if the curves are equal on both sides of the cut line, the 90° drilling cutter is on center.
- if either the top or bottom of the curve is elongated, the 90° drilling cutter is not on center. To try
cutting a more accurate sine wave move the drilling cutter to one side of center and cut several shallow
sine waves. Compare these sine waves with the one on the center line and select a sine wave which is a
more accurate shape.
Note: Depending on the rubber/rosette combination getting the “perfect” sine wave may require
working to one side or other of the true center line.
g. To calculate the amplitude of the sine wave
i) The amplitude of the CA18-125 is 0.125″. Therefore, one half the sine wave is 0.062″, and the
complete sine wave is 0.125″.
ii) The width of each sine wave cut is 0.125″ plus the width of the cutter. The width of 0.150″ is used in
all patterns described below. As each turn of the red saddle handle is 0.050″ it takes three turns of the
dial for each pattern. However, test patterns should be made to determine the correct movement of the
saddle.
h. To calculate the index adjustment for Pattern 1 and 2
The following phasing adjustment is used in Pattern 1 and 2.
Rosette C18-125
Has 18 bumps=360°
Therefore 1 bump=20°
½ bump or 50% phase=10°.

Auxiliary Rosette Holder
360°=120 turns of the key
1°=120/360=1/3 turn of the key
10°=10 x 1/3=3 1/3 turns of the
key
Summary: 50% (180°) phasing
requires 3 1/3 turns of the key.

Crossing Wheel
360°=180 turns of the key
1°=180/360=1/2 turn of the key
10°=10 x 1/2=5 turns of the key
Summary: 50% (180°) phasing
requires 5 turns of the key.
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6. Cutting the small barleycorn, large barleycorn, chevron, and a moiré.
a. Pattern 1—Small Barleycorn
Step 1—Determine the center of the panel and set the red saddle handle indicator to 0 by loosening the hex
screw, which holds the red handle to the shaft. Cut a sine wave that equally straddles the centerline as
explained in 5d., e., and f. above.
Step 2—Turn the red saddle handle in increments of 0.150° to move the panel so the first cut is by the left
hand side of the panel.
Note 1: Remember the number of complete revolutions of the red saddle handle, as
this number will be used to cut another sequence of cuts.
Step 3—Move the Straightline Chuck and cut a pattern to a depth of 0.050°. Several
cuts should be made before reaching a depth of 0.050°. This depth is an estimate as
the ideal depth should be determined after test patterns have been made.
Note 2: Only cut in one direction only, and on the last cut move the panel slowly, or
use the slow speed drive.
Step 4—Move the cutter to the top of the panel then turn the red saddle handle three
times moving the panel to the left direction i.e. 3 x 0.050°=0.150°. Cut a pattern to a
depth of 0.050°.
Step 5—Repeat Step 3 until the last pattern is cut on the right hand side of the panel as Right hand pattern.
See step 5
shown in the photo at right.
Step 6—Using the number from the Note in Step 1 move the panel back so the cutter is facing the left side
of the panel.
Step 7—Phase the rosette by 50%.
Auxiliary Rosette Holder—use the key to rotate the worm by 3 1/3 turns. Repeat Step 3 and 4 until the
right hand side of the panel is reached.
Crossing Wheel—either use the Crossing Wheel to phase by 50%, or use the key to rotate the worm by 5
turns. Repeat Step 3 and 4 until the right hand side of the panel is reached.
Step 8—Cut the first pattern to a depth of 0.050″, and repeat Step 3 until the right hand side of the panel is
reached. The photo below shows the finished pattern.

Completed Small Barleycorn pattern
Note: This example has 10 barleycorn
patterns. One of the patterns is on center on
the panel with half of a barleycorn on the
left-hand and right-hand side of the panel.
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b. Pattern 2—Large Barleycorn
Step 1—Determine the center of the panel and set the red saddle handle indicator to 0 by loosening the hex
screw, which holds the red handle to the shaft. Cut a sine wave that equally straddles the centerline as
explained in 5d., e., and f. above.
Step 2—Turn the red saddle handle in increments of 0.150″ to move the panel so the first cut is by the left
hand side of the panel.
Step 3—Move the Straightline Chuck and cut a pattern to a depth of 0.100″. Several
cuts should be made before reaching a depth of 0.100″. This depth is an estimate as
the ideal depth should be determined after test patterns have been made. The pattern
will be as in the photo at right.
Note 2: Only cut in one direction only, and on the last cut move the panel slowly, or
use the slow speed drive.
Step 4—Move the cutter to the top of the panel then turn the red saddle handle six
times moving the panel to the left i.e. 6 x 0.050″=0.300″. Cut a sine wave pattern to a
depth of 0.100″.
Step 5—Repeat Step 3 until the last pattern is cut on the right hand side of the panel.
Step 6—Turn the red saddle handle three times moving the panel to the right i.e. 3 x
Large Barleycorn
0.050″= 0.150″ moving the drilling cutter towards the left edge.
Pattern after Step 3.
Step 7—Phase the rosette by 50%.
Auxiliary Rosette Holder—use the key to rotate the worm by 3 1/3 turns.
Crossing Wheel—either use the Crossing Wheel to phase by 50%, or use the key to rotate the
worm by 5 turns.
Step 8—Cut the first sine wave pattern to a depth of 0.100″. When this pattern has been completed turn the
red saddle handle six times moving the panel to the right direction i.e. 6 x 0.050″ =0.300″ and repeat until
the left hand side of the panel is reached.

Completed Large Barleycorn pattern

Note: This pattern of the large barleycorn was
produced because the phasing was forgotten. It is
the same pattern as the first part of the small
barleycorn pattern.
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c. Pattern 3—Chevron
Step 1—Determine the center of the panel and set the red saddle handle indicator to 0 by loosening the hex
screw, which holds the red handle to the shaft. Cut a sine wave that equally straddles the centerline as
explained in 5d., e., and f. above.
Step 2—Turn the red saddle handle in increments of 0.050″ to move the panel so the first cut is by the left
hand side of the panel. Count the number of turns of the handle.
Step 3—Move the Straightline Chuck and cut a pattern to a depth of 0.050″. Several cuts should be made
before reaching a depth of 0.050″. This depth is an estimate as the ideal depth should be determined after
test patterns have been made.
Note 2: Only cut in one direction only, and on the last cut move the panel slowly, or use the slow speed
drive.
Step 4—Move the cutter to the top of the panel then turn the red saddle handle one time moving the panel
to the left direction i.e. 1 x 0.050″ = 0.050″.
Step 5—Phase the rosette by 3½ degrees counter-clockwise.
Auxiliary Rosette Holder
3°=1 turn of the key.
½°=1/6th. of a turn.
To accurately turn 1/6th. of a turn use the small
micrometer at the base of the key. On the micrometer
are 12 marked lines, each mark is ¼ of a degree.
Summary: 3 1/2° of phasing requires 1 turn of the
key, and two marks on the micrometer.

Crossing Wheel
3°=1 1/2 turns of the key.
½°=¼ turn of the key.
Summary: 3 1/2 degrees of phasing requires
1 3/4 turns of the key.

Step 6—Repeat Steps 2 thru 4 until the middle of the panel is reached, or the number
of turns counted in Step 1.
Step 7—First, change the phase by 3 ½° to clockwise, then repeat Steps 2 and 3
phasing by 3 ½° clockwise until the right side of the panel is reached.

d. Pattern 4—Moiré

Completed Chevron
Pattern

Step 1—Determine the center of the panel and set the red saddle handle indicator to 0 by loosening the
hex screw, which holds the red handle to the shaft. Cut a sine wave that equally straddles the centerline
as explained in 5d., e., and f. above.
Step 2—Turn the red saddle handle in increments of 0.050″ to move the panel so the first cut is by the
left hand side of the panel.
Step 3—Move the Straightline Chuck and cut a pattern to a depth of 0.050″. Several cuts should be made
before reaching a depth of 0.050″. This depth is an estimate as the ideal depth should be determined after
test patterns have been made.
Note 2: Only cut in one direction only, and on the last cut move the panel slowly, or use the slow speed
drive.
Step 4 – Move the cutter to the top of the panel then turn the red saddle handle one time moving the
panel to the left direction i.e. 1 x 0.050″=0.050″.
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Step 5 – Start phasing the rosette by going counter-clockwise. For each successive cut repeat Steps 2 and
3.
Using either the Auxiliary Rosette Holder or Crossing Wheel
Move Worm
Clockwise

Then

CounterClockwise

Then

Clockwise

0

1/4 turn
1/2 turn
3/4 turn
1 turn
1 14 turns
1 1/2 turns
1 3/4 turns
2 turns
1 3/4 turns
1 1/2 turns
1 1/4 turns
1 turn
3/4 turn
1/2 turn
1/4 turn

1/4 turn
1/2 turn
3/4 turn
1 turn
1 1/4 turns
1 1/2 turns
1 3/4 turns
2 turns
1 3/4 turns
1 1/2 turns
1 1/4 turns
1 turn
3/4 turn
1/2 turn
1/4 turn

1/4 turn
1/2 turn

Completed Moiré Pattern

e. Pattern 5—Square Pattern

i) To replicate the pattern shown above right it is first necessary to install the Paper Chuck on the Straightline
Chuck. After experimentation the rosette selected was the 18-bump rosette and a 7/8″ rubber. The purpose
of the Paper Chuck is to set the sliderest to produce a sine wave, and set phasing and the movement of the
Straightline Chuck saddle.
Note: In the photo above the right hand side of the card was used to determine the position of the sliderest to
produce a sine wave, and the left hand side of the card was used to set phasing and movement of the saddle to
produce the required pattern. To produce the square patterns the 300 or 288 notches on the Crossing Wheel
were chosen with a saddle movement of 0.050″.
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ii. To help accurately phase the
pattern, mark every fourth
notch on the Crossing Wheel.

iii. Install the 18-bumping rosette and the 7/8″ rubber.
Step 1—Mark the center of the panel with a centerline, and set the
red saddle handle indicator to 0 by loosening the hex screw, which
holds the red handle to the shaft. Cut a sine wave that equally
straddles the centerline as explained in 5d., e., and f. above.
iv. Step 2—Turn the red saddle handle in increments of 0.050″ to move
the panel so the first cut is by the left hand side of the panel.
Note 2: Cut in one direction only, and on the last cut move the panel
slowly, or use the slow speed drive.
Step 3—Set the detent on the Crossing Wheel to the first 288 or 300
notch.
First cut – Move the Straightline Chuck and cut a pattern to a depth
of 0.050″. Several cuts should be made before reaching a depth of
0.050″ This depth is an estimate as the ideal depth should be
determined after test patterns have been made.
Direction

Saddle

Four Notches

with Movement of

Second Cut

Forward

0.050″

Third cut

Forward

0.050″

Fourth cut

Forward

0.050″

Fifth cut

Back

0.050″

Sixth cut

Back

0.050″

Seventh cut

Back

0.050″

Rest of cuts—repeat the sequence of cuts above moving the cutter towards the right hand side of the
panel. After the seventh cut in each pattern repeat starting from the second cut.

Completed Square Pattern
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Pumping Sine Wave Ornamental Patterns
by David Lindow
Pattern 2—Wavy Pattern
No Phasing
Sliderest Movement 0.150" (can be 0.060"0.150")

This shape shows the 6 patterns described in this article..

If a true cylinder is ornamented the pumping rosette is
used alone; however, if a polygonal shape is being
ornamented the polygonal rosette should be placed on
the Auxiliary Rosette Holder and used simultaneously
with the pumping rosette. The number of bumps on the
pumping pattern should be divisible by the number of
sides on the polygon and care should be taken to align
the two rosettes so that the corners all match. If the
number of bumps are not divisible by the number of
sides the corners will not match.
Equipment Used
Rosette—24 Pumping Rosette
Rubber—#24 using the smaller radius
Cutter—Jon Spencer’s 90° cutter
Phasing—Crossing Wheel
The combination of rosette and rubber produces a sine
wave, which is required for all the patterns.

Pattern 1—Barleycorn using maximum sliderest
movement
Set Crossing Wheel to 24
Phasing 180° (50% or 1 notch)
Sliderest Movement 0.150" (can be 0.060”–
0.150") As you can see there can be great
variations in sliderest movement resulting in
different sized barleycorns as shown by
pattern 6.

Pattern 3—Spiral
Phase by 5° (2 ½ turns of the worm on the
barrel)
Sliderest Movement 0.075"

Pattern 4—Chevron
Phase by 4°
Sliderest Movement 0.050"

The Spiral and Chevron patterns are related. Spirals
are phased either clockwise or counterclockwise only.
The Chevron is created by reversing the direction of
the spiral by phasing with the worm either clockwise
or counterclockwise and then changing direction at the
desired interval. The patterns can be elongated or
shortened with varying degrees of success by
increasing or decreasing either the sliderest movement
or the amount of phasing.

All the patterns illustrated on the
following page were made for this
type of pen, a Magnetic Vortex
which is available from Penn State.
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Pattern 5—Moiré
Sliderest Movement 0.050"
Step 1—cut the following phasing
progression clockwise:
1°-½ turn
then 2°-1 turn
3°-1 ½ turns then 4°-2 turns
5°-2 ½ turns then 6°-3 turns
5°-2 ½ turns then 4°-2 turns
3°-1 ½ turns then 2°-1 turn
1°-½ turn
then 0°-0 turns.
Step 2—repeat cutting the above, but phasing
counterclockwise.
Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the desired pattern is
completed.

Chevron Pattern

Modified Barleycorn Pattern

An alternate Moiré pattern can be created by reducing
the sliderest movement, for instance to 0.025", and
phasing in increasing/decreasing increments of 1/4
turn (1/2°) rather than the prescribed 1°. The 0 phase
shift can also be eliminated.
Pattern 6—Barleycorn using intermediate sliderest
movement
Phasing 180° (50% or 1 notch)
Sliderest Movement 0.75"

Moiré Pattern

Moiré Pattern

The idea for patterns on cylindrical items using
pumping is the same as the side grain patterns shown
in Brian’s article except instead of moving the slide
for each revolution, you index. The distance of
movement when indexing is calculated by
multiplying the diameter times Pi(π) divided by the
number of divisions. Technically, the diameter should
be figured from the pitch circle (probably the base of
the cut in the above scenario); however, for basic
calculations this is usually not important. Results for
cylindrical work are illustrated by the pen photos at
right.

Spiral Pattern

Brass Pen with Barleycorn Pattern
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African Blackwood Conservation Project
As ornamental turners, we are well aware of the value of African Blackwood also known as Mpingo (Dalbergia
melanoxylon). It is also used for fine woodwind instruments, bagpipes, and carvings. The wood is extremely fine
grained, and as a member of the rosewood family, it contains natural oils which aid in obtaining a highly polished
finish directly from the cutter. Its uniformly colored, unfigured surface does not compete with the patterns we
turners produce. The tree takes 70 years to reach commercial maturity. The purpose of the nonprofit African
Blackwood Conservation Project (ABCP) is to replant trees in Tanzania to
help make sure that the supply of Blackwood and its benefits to the local
ecology and economy continue to exist. As they say on the homepage of
their website, “So that the song of the Tree of Music will not go silent!”
The project supports the work of Tanzanian botanist and conservationist
Sebastian Chuwa. They also plant other trees such as coffee, mahogany,
and camphor. So far they have planted over 3.3 million trees of various
species in Tanzania. All contributions go directly to project work with
administrative costs being covered by United States coordinators.
The Project has five goals. First, replenish trees from those grown in
nurseries until they are large enough to survive in the wild by raising 20,
Nursery seedlings being readied for
000 seedlings a year, second educate Tanzanians about the ecological and
transplant.
commercial importance of the trees and enlist volunteers for the work, third
influence local people to plant seedlings which can become an important part of the economy, fourth help with the
founding of local environmental groups, and fifth help community educational and reforestation efforts for the
conservation of Mt. Kilimanjaro and its unique importance.
Blackwood is also difficult to harvest, since it grows twisted and has many
flaws. This causes much of the wood to be unusable and other pieces show
flaws as it is being worked. This is probably due to the numerous fires that
it is exposed to during its growth. Even with these difficulties this wood is
still highly prized for its stability to humidity and temperature. Harvesting
the wood has become more difficult over time, requiring longer distance
incursions into more remote woodlands to find suitable trees. There are at
least two additional factors that are now taking an increased toll on mpingo
in recent years. One is the pervasive growth of Chinese businesses within
Africa. The other is the construction of a bridge over the Ruvuma River in
These trees were planted in the late 1990s
southern Tanzania, opening up the south of the country to commercial
in the main nursery and now produce
exploitation. Without efforts such as the ABCP the tree will probably
seeds for new trees.
eventually be placed on lists of endangered species with the resulting
restrictions and limitations on harvest of the wood.
You can help by making a donation to the ABCP. Remember that100% of the funds donated will be applied
directly to the onsite work of the ABCP in Tanzania. All contributors will receive the ABCP newsletter. No
donation is insignificant. Since its founding in 1996, the ABCP has helped plant several hundred thousand
mpingo seedlings. Donations can be made by personal check, banker's check, or money order. Donations can also
be made by PayPal, but because of service fees, the minimum donation is $5.00. You do not need a PayPal
account to make a donation to the ABCP, as you may simply use your credit card with PayPal's checkout process.
US Ornamental Turner James Harris has long been an active supporter and is a director of this project in the US.
You can see his work at http://www.ornamentalturner.com/ which also includes a link to the ABCP site or you
can access that site directly at http://www.blackwoodconservation.org/ where you will find pages with additional
information and links for donations. I want to thank James and the ABCP for allowing me to use information and
photos from their site for this article.
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